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33897682 Hardware Kit
QTY PART # DESCRIPTION

4 33913838 M6 x 10 Ratchet HD Screw

4 33897091 Spring Nut / ESMK

33897725 Hardware Kit
QTY PART # DESCRIPTION

7 33897089 M6 x 12 Raised Flange Screw

7 33897092 M6 Pawl Nut

The Drop Down Door Kit DR40-18 can be mounted on all Wide-
4 Shelf Staxx. The kit includes a door with an attached hinge 
and handle, latch plates, and mounting screws and nuts. 

NOTE:  The drop down door kit is designed to mount to the 
upgradeable shelf.

Determine the desired location to mount the door kit. Ideally 
there will be another shelf located above this position.

NOTE:  The minimum required spacing is 14 holes between the 
top of the upgradeable shelf and the bottom of the next shelf.

Install latch plates at the upper right and left side of the shelf 
opening.

NOTE:  Screws should be mounted through the latch plates 
with the nut on the opposite side of the end panel.

14
HOLES

MIN.
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Secure the door and hinge assembly to the shelf with the hard-
ware provided. Make sure that all holes along the hinge are 
filled.

NOTE: Prior to tightening down the hinge, push the door to-
wards the back of the shelf to ensure proper alignment of holes. 
This will help ensure that the door has sufficient contact with 
the latch plates when closed.

Close the door and check for interference. Make adjustments 
as needed.

NOTE: Upgradeable shelf dividers are compatible with the 
Drop Down Door. 

Open the door hinge and place the underside of the door hinge 
over the top/front edge of the upgradeable shelf. Line up the 
holes in the door hinge with the holes along the front of the 
shelf.


